Storage on Demand
Overview
Red River’s flexible, scalable storage solution can maximize
your investment and enhance efficiency.

The Red River
Difference
From our core values of integrity, creativity,
and collaboration to our strong work ethic
and commitment to creating a positive
impact on those we serve, Red River stands
alone. To best meet your needs, we provide
a wide array of capabilities and certifications:
• Red River Help Desk, Providing 24/7
Level 1& 2 Support
• 24/7/365 US-Based Phone Support
• 50+ engineers to plan, build and
run solutions
• More than 15 contract vehicles for
federal procurement
• Powerful portfolio of partners and
solution components
• Cisco Maters Unified Communication
• Cisco Masters Security

At a Glance
• Founded in 1995
• Privately-Held
• ISO 9001:2015 Certified
• SOC 2 Type 1 certified
• Corporate Headquarters in Claremont, NH
• Federal Office in Reston, VA
• Innovation Center in Austin, TX

Data storage is a constant balancing act for
most organizations. Underestimate your
needs and day-to-day performance can be
severely hampered, but buying more capacity
than actually required ties up valuable
capital. Red River’s Storage on Demand is
the solution, by providing immediate access
to extra storage capacity when you need
it. Extra storage capacity means you can
instantly cope with any unexpected increases
in storage requirements pay for exactly what
you need, when you need it.
As data capacity and compliance
requirements increase exponentially, these
can place tremendous strain on your storage,
your staff and your budget. With Red River’s
Storage on Demand solution, you can:
Simplify Procurement: Storage on Demand
provides storage solutions when you need
them while reducing the procurement time
and delivery process. Getting started is quick
and easy while costs are low and predictable.
Improve Performance: With service level
agreements, Storage on Demand allows
you to respond quickly to the demands of
departments and users. You can monitor
your system with a single screen, giving
you a real-time, holistic view of your system.
And you can rest easy knowing you are
protected by secure data, networks, and
physical infrastructure.

Eliminate Disruption: Our flexible system
adapts to changing organizational and
technological needs. Storage can be scaled
within days instead of weeks or months. In
case of emergencies or unplanned growth,
immediate access to extra storage avoids the
risk of disruption or downtime.
Ease Maintenance Burdens: We provide
new, up-to-date technology that can
work with your legacy infrastructure.
We install, monitor and alert you to problems,
troubleshoot, and provide maintenance to
the equipment—saving you the headache
of doing it yourself.
Innovate Options: You don’t have to limit
yourself to one vendor. With our expansive
partner network, Red River gives you access
leading-edge technologies and implement
a wide array of storage solutions.
Free Up Staff Time: Storage on Demand
helps relieve operations and maintenance
burdens from your internal staff, allowing
them to focus on meeting your missioncritical objectives and driving innovation
for your organization.
Data storage today is not a one-size-fits-all
proposition. With unmatched reliability,
Red River’s Storage on Demand provides
agile and scalable solutions to support the
needs of today’s organizations—supplying
the accessibility and availability you require.

Pay as You Go: Leverage operating expenses
and reduce your capital expenditures,
all while lowering overall costs through
a flexible, usage-based payment model that
allows you to expand as needed.

TECHNOLOGY DECISIONS AREN’T BLACK AND WHITE. THINK RED.

Red River’s
Innovation
Center
Based in Austin, TX, our Innovation Center
can mirror an on-demand storage solution
in a lab environment, enabling every
application, technology and business
function to be fully vetted before moving
into production in a private cloud
environment. Without risk, organizations
can expand capabilities such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Move to the cloud
Establish disaster recovery
Enhance business continuity,
Ensure interoperability
Meet highly unique mission demands

About
Red River
Red River brings together the ideal
combination of talent, partners and products
to disrupt the status quo in technology and
drive success for business and government
in ways previously unattainable. Red River
serves organizations well beyond traditional
technology integration, bringing more
than 20 years of experience and missioncritical expertise in security, networking,
analytics,collaboration, mobility and
cloud solutions.

LEARN MORE
For more information please call
800.769.3060 or visit redriver.com
Follow us on Twitter: @ThinkRed

RED RIVER
Corporate Headquarters
21 Water St., Suite 500
Claremont, NH 03743
800.769.3060 toll free
603.448.8880 phone
603.448.8844 fax
www.redriver.com

TRUST RED RIVER

OUR TEAM

Red River provides a wide array of capabilities
and cutting-edge technology solutions
designed to solve current challenges,
optimize available assets and help you make
meaningful technology investments that
align with your top strategic goals. Our key
solution areas include Data Center, Network
Infrastructure and Mobility. We also provide
Supply Chain Management along with
Professional, Managed and Support Services
to maximize your technology investments.
And our certified experts have the extensive
expertise required to take on your toughest
challenges as we work to secure the future of
your enterprise infrastructure while lowering
costs, reducing complexity and maintaining
compliance.

Red River employees are highly trained,
efficient and ethical professionals taking
pride, ownership and responsibility in all
engagements with customers and partners.
Our team listens and understands your
needs, and we match those needs to the best
available technology solutions. By working
in unison with our manufacturer, service
and distribution partners, we deliver quality
projects to our customers within time, scope
and budget expectations.

OUR PARTNER ECOSYSTEM
Red River has strong relationships with a long list of elite partners, ranging from hardware to
services to software. Our partner ecosystem includes global IT leaders that respect Red River’s
track record of excellence and our core mission of reimagining the possibilities of technology.

